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• Currently -04 draft
• WGLC
• Changes from -03
• Open items
Changes from -03

- Multiple reviews/comments on the list
- Editorial changes
  - Definitions – added “Recording unaware UA”
  - Consistent abbreviations usage
  - Removed RTCWEB mentions
  - Fixed figures: adding RTCP lines and correct directions
- SRS Initiated recording
  - Added SRC URI provisioning for SRS
  - Stated that a mechanism for identification of the communication session will be defined by SRC policy
- Added support for RS without metadata
Open items

• Small editorial fixes
• Is it mandatory to honor “Not record” UA’s preference indication?
• Do we need (3.1.3) – SIP Proxy can not serve as SRC example?
• SRS initiated recording
  – Add “SRS MAY send re-invite with CS Identifier” for persistent use case
  – Remove CS identification and “join header” example
• Do we need SRC without metadata support?
Discussion